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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the study is to compare the deadlock detection 

algorithms in distributed systems with respective Blockchain 

technology presented in this paper. Today, detecting 

deadlocks in distributed systems is a very important challenge. 

Without the proper deadlock detection mechanism, the system 

can get stuck in a reject state. The goal of this work is to figure 

out which algorithm is more suitable for deadlock detection in 

Blockchain technology based on these factors i-e Security, 

Time, Performance, Communication, and Correctness. Under 

the positivism paradigm. The descriptive research design and 

distributed technique are used to minimize the occurrence of 

deadlock and to identify the deadlock in parallel collective 

operation verified up to maximum threads. The algorithms for 

deadlock detection that are compared in this study are Scalable 

deadlock detection, Push-relabel algorithm, Knapp’s, Fulgor, 

and Consensus based on Blockchain technology. Blockchain 

technology provides a secure environment and helps to build 

trust. According to this paper, the Fulgor algorithm is more 

effective at removing deadlocks and maintaining 

communication security between distributed systems. Both 

controlled and uncontrolled environments are tested with 

different algorithms and are compared to define efficiency 

side-by-side. Deadlock detection requires identifying some 

properties and message delays in the global state of the 

distributed system. The number of common parameters has 

been identified in the selected algorithms to detect deadlocks 

in a distributed system 
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Unified Parallel Resources 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A distributed system can communicate with each other by 

exchanging messages. It consists of collection of processes 

which execute on separate computers. Such a system different 

from multi-processing system in terms of shared memory and 

delays in messages send/receive is not negotiable [2]. 

Deadlock is difficult to locate and fix in application program. 

 
 

Unified parallel C is used for parallel execution and on shared 

distributed memory. It is an extension of C programing 

language [3]. Unified parallel C used the global address space. 

UPC-Check and UPC-Spin is the tool used for deadlock 

detection. UPC-Check used the algorithm that automatically 

detect deadlock. The scalable detection algorithm is not used 

only for collective operation. The runtime complexity of 

scalable algorithm is O (1). The algorithm has been detecting 

lock. The runtime complexity of the algorithm is shown to be 

O(T) where T is the number of thread. The parallel collective 

operation verified up to 8192 threads. Using the deadlock 

detection algorithm UPC-Check detects all deadlock error 

involving collective operations. 

The push-relabel algorithm is to find the payment deadlock 

and flow in the payment channel network. This algorithm 

enables a concurrent execution without violating constraints. 

The system based on Blockchain technology such as Bitcoin. 

It is due to their requirements and not able to scale to high 

transaction rates [7]. In order to allow payment between any 

two nodes. Whether the nodes directly connected or not in 

payment channel network in which payment can be routed 

over more than one hop. This study claims that routing on 

single path restrict the transferrable amount and missed the 

many payment opportunities due to total available capacity in 

the payment network. Eventually, unable to used resource 

efficiently due to failed payment. This study proposing 

multiple paths to payment flow for entertain large number 

transaction in this paper. The push-relabel is particular 

suitable for route selection in payment network. 

The Fulgor algorithm to resolve the problem of deadlock 

detection by identifying the pre-lock edges in an order that 

make sure the progress and maintain the protocol’s privacy. 

Bitcoin is a worldwide payment system and the transaction of 

Bitcoin maintained in digital or public ledger which is known 

as blockchain. Database is used among mutually distributed 

users. The nature of Bitcoin protocol limits the scalability of 

the payment network. It is only tens of transactions per second. 

To resolve the issue, a system of off-chain payment channel 

has been introduced. The user can broadcast the new 

transaction of the current balance to the blockchain. This 

approach helps to open network channel path between users. 

The number of payments with only few interactions with the 

underlying blockchain. In this system the payment transaction 
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is secured by the Bitcoin script. Many participants face the 

problem of transaction privacy and concurrency problem In 

this paper, formalize the privacy standard and check the 

tradeoff between concurrency and privacy of the transaction. 

The payment network implementing the non-blocking 

progress that eventually reduce the secrecy set for sender and 

receiver of a payment, thereby fading the privacy standards 

[6]. 

Blockchain depends upon the consensus algorithm to resolve 

the deadlock in different environment. Blockchain Consensus 

algorithm is designed by properly conducted analysis and 

verification [8]. The proof-of-stake in consensus algorithm is 

Tendermint tool. It is software that consists of majorly two 

components a blockchain consensus engine and generic 

application interface.  The study has verified that the 

consensus protocol is deadlock free. Many platforms such as 

Ripple are already using blockchain technology to support 

smart contract which allow the execution of random codes in 

distributed environment. In the blockchain network there is a 

fact that no centralized authority. All the members always 

agree to add new block in the blockchain network. The nodes 

might get disconnected from the blockchain network [1]. A 

fault tolerance protocol is agreed by all the connected nodes 

which are required to resolve the potential conflict. Consensus 

protocol nodes provide the computing power to solve the 

problem in order to add new block to the blockchain network. 

The most famous consensus is Bitcoin that solve the 

cryptographic hash problem as proof of work. If a node tries to 

manipulate the blockchain and the other nodes detect the 

malicious node, the locked-up stakes are suspended. 

Participants in the Tendermint tool are called validators. It is 

responsible for creating new block in blockchain. The height 

of the blockchain increase when they added a new block to the 

chain. 

Deadlock detection and deadlock prevention are not that much 

useful to deal with deadlock and the deadlock identification is 

difficult to do [9]. The study is tried to identify the process or 

operation that may cause of the potential deadlock to minimize 

the chance of occurrence Message might be missed because of 

breaking and re-transmission of message between processes. 

This study has proposed Knapp’s algorithm that are consist of 

four classes of distributed deadlock detection algorithm which 

classified in the following. Diffusion computation, 

path-pushing, edge-chasing and the global state detection. The 

algorithm maintains wait for graph to detect the distributed 

deadlock whereas in diffusion computation It used to detect 

dead-locks in the blockchain network [8]. The snapshot in 

global state detection based algorithm used to detect the 

distributed deadlock and also determine the type of the 

deadlock. The goal of the study is to identify that which 

algorithm is more suitable among all of these to detect the 

deadlock in distributed system with respective to blockchain 

technology e.g. performance, security, communication and 

correctness [10]. To handle deadlock is very challenging task 

in distributed system. Deadlock in the communication system 

mainly occurred due to lost or corrupted signal rather than 

resource contention. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

As a first step, it identified different sources of relevant 

publications and specific resource providers. The list of these 

publishers includes Springer Link, IEEE Xplore. Deadlock 

detection in blockchain technology is new and unexplored 

concept. The scalability of blockchain is a major issue today 

with many different methods and approaches. A blockchain is 

a sequence of block each block maintains a hash value and link 

to its previous block [4]. Blockchain network keep track of 

blockchain and validate new block to the blockchain. The 

Blockchain technology is a completely distributed and public 

database or digital ledger for any type data interchange. The 

essential unit of blockchain is a block that records number of 

transaction made in a given time. The decentralize property of 

blockchain make it more powerful 

 

2.1 Push-relabel Algorithm 

The payment network routing possesses many challenges. In 

this algorithm, focus on route selection e.g. finding a route in 

payment network that fulfill certain constraints, creates a list of 

routes from the set of channels. They discuss a payment as a 

flow and to elaborate the chance of combined multiple paths. 

Most of the existing method required the global knowledge 

and a centralized coordinator [11]. The approach in 

push-relabel algorithm allows a concurrent execution but 

solves a flow problem. The distributed algorithm in contrast, 

makes sure the selected route in a flow. Moreover, it can be 

executed concurrently without disturbing the constraints [4] 

Payment flows between pairs of nodes in the network in which 

node s want to send payment to node t. The payment channel 

network work as a peer-to-peer network in which nodes can 

communicate directly with each other. In order to process the 

number of payments, a path between s and t must exist. Every 

path is the combination of payment channels in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Payment Chanel network 

2.2 Consensus algorithm 

Each block in blockchain maintains the link to its previous 

block. The content of the existing block in blockchain cannot 

be change without modifying its hash value. The content of the 

block vary application to application. The header is used to 

store the signature of parent block [11]. A blockchain is a 

collection of nodes that are responsible for validating each 

new block in blockchain. Nodes can be categorized into two 

types on the bases of functionality, miners and validators. The 

Miners normally store only the last few blocks of the 

blockchain and for adding new blocks A validator store a 
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complete copy of blockchain and make sure the new block has 

been submitted by the miners is valid and fulfills the defined 

rules of blockchain [9]. According to the architecture of 

blockchain, it is possible for a node of network to be behaved 

like both a miner and validator at a same time. There is no 

centralized authority in blockchain. In proof of work the nodes 

are performing an operation that is agreed by a majority of 

nodes in the blockchain system [1]. To detect the participant’s 

malicious activity and to solve the proof of work problem, new 

generation of blockchain like Ethereum have started to use the 

consensus algorithm as proof of stake.   

 

2.3 Fulgor Algorithm 

The payment channel network faces many difficulties such as 

privacy, concurrency routing and many more. Other solution 

proposed the network channel that reduces the time of coins 

that are locked in intermediate channels along with a payment 

path [12]. This study offers an algorithm to find multiple 

payment routes and ensure the privacy and scalability in the 

network. In which sender decide the route according to his 

criteria. A framework in payment channel allow user to 

execute small transfers without committing the transaction to 

the blockchain. They can update the balance of deposit by 

using smart contracts that ensure the agreement of both users 

on re-distribution of payment [5]. The capacity of channel is 

limited in each direction. The Bitcoin amount receives by each 

connected user in blockchain closing transaction according to 

the most recent distribution. A sender can send money to 

receiver even they do not open the channel between them. A 

deadlock occurs in payment network in which many 

simultaneous payment shares edges in their paths. Moreover, 

each payment in network holding an edge that does not 

capacity to entertain all transfer at a time that’s why remaining 

payment wait for edge that is being held up another request of 

payment [18]. 

 

2.4 Scalable algorithm 

Thread may cause of deadlock in distributed system due to 

out-of-order calls to collective operation. No-adherence can 

also a cause of deadlock of the program. However, this study 

introduces scalable algorithm to detect such type of error. 

Model checking tools like UPCSPIN and MPISPIN can detect 

all possible of condition of deadlock. DAMPI is a distributed 

deadlock detection algorithm and most practical method in 

term of scalability. In order to extend the limitation, utilize an 

efficient and flexible communication system to transfer record 

related to error detection between difference threads or 

processes. Scalable algorithm uses a different method to detect 

deadlock involving a collective operation. On-blocking 

communication between processes. The value passes to single 

valued arguments and the order of collective operation must be 

same on all process [14]. This research enhances this 

algorithm to detect deadlock involving locks and collective 

operation. The total number of threads represent by integer 

value. If the thread is completed its execution, then state of 

thread set to end of execution. The signature of collective 

process operation on a thread consists of the name of 

collective operation and the value which are passed to each 

argument of UPC on that particular thread. 

 

2.5 Knapp’s algorithm 

It is easy to detect the deadlock in centralized system. Because 

centralized agent has complete information of all threads and 

process. Such can communicate directly with one another in 

which all thread in the set is waiting for an event to execute 

when a set of thread in a deadlocked state because of another 

thread in the set [13]. This study is mainly concerned about the 

resource acquisition and release. It can avoid deadlock by 

Knapp’s algorithm and to overlook the issue by imagine that 

deadlock never occur in the blockchain system. The request 

for the resource can be entertain if there is no deadlock exists 

in the network. The system continuously checks the both safe 

and unsafe state in the system to detect the deadlock Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Deadlock situation 

3.  PROPOSED METHODOLGY 

 

In the study, it checked which deadlock detection algorithm 

fulfills the research variables i.e. Security, Time, Performance, 

Cost, Communication and Correctness. It's compare different 

algorithm on the bases of previous study and representation of 

methodology in Figure 3.. There are no single criteria to judge 

these algorithms of deadlock detection. This study has 

considered approaches to deal with deadlock and malicious 

activity. 

 
Figure 3: Methodology structure flow 
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There are five main steps of consensus algorithm are Propose, 

Prevote, Precommit, Commit and NewHeight as mentioned in 

below Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: State machine of Consensus Algorithm 

 

The above diagram is self-explanatory, as we added IP and 

location based checks with formal authentication [15]. In 

generic. In Prevote step, each validator request for a block and 

interact with its neighbor peer. A vote consists of the hash of 

block. All the nodes Prevote for their neighbors. In Pre commit 

step, the validator verifies that if it gets above 2/3 of Prevote 

for an acceptable block. If there is one, then the validator 

releases the existing lock on block and broadcast a Pre commit 

vote for this particular block. If the value less than 2/3 Prevote, 

then validator either lock or sign any block. At the end of 

Pre-commit, if the node has value more than 2/3 than it will 

proceed to commit step. In the last step two parallel conditions 

must be execute before the consensus algorithm back to 

propose step [9]. Finally, the node is to commits the block by 

the network so it can broadcast to other peers in blockchain 

[5]. The node must wait at least 2/3 commits of the current 

executing node block. After the duration complete, then 

consensus algorithm again moves to start from propose step. 

The algorithm which provide the functionality of blocking 

protocol, maintain privacy and resolve the deadlock. The 

protocol maintains both concurrency and privacy of a 

transaction in the payment network. Each edge in the network 

has a unique IP address [16]. The user wants to send Bitcoin 

through an open channel. He will send a request to all edges to 

lock Bitcoin for amount of time. The request will be 

entertaining in lexicographic order according to edge ID. The 

time limit send to node in the network path should be long 

enough to enable a request to be sent to all nodes in the 

network path A large timespan allow malicious user to lock 

edge and prevent payment to transfer other peer in the 

network. If an edge does have capacity to lock another request, 

then it will send the abort message to sender through an open 

communication channel [19]. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In process normally deadlock arises when a process is in 

waiting state because the resource held by another one. In this 

case process unable to changes its state. In the communication 

system the reason behind the deadlock occurrence is due to 

lost or corrupt signal rather than the resource allocation. 

During the process of mining the check out the nodes of 

previous transaction to verify the give amount of crypto 

currency and check each amount of time it has to be adding to 

the chain to solve the complex problem of mathematical. The 

issue is to limit the possibility of a problematic entity to 

modify the Blockchain by false transactions [20]. The chance 

of attack is rare since the adding a new problematic block or 

manipulate a previous block to the chain would need control 

the most of the network nodes and make them agree for the 

change. It has to check the non-proposed block from the block 

chain network.  It is just for the censorship or disruption of the 

service over the network. In both cases study tries to prevent 

from adding the malicious block in the Blockchain network. 

The proposer is choosing by round robin [17]. This study 

interested in an increase in transaction volume that can be 

accomplish this by joining the multiple paths. In this way, it 

can increase this volume of the transaction. The first result is to 

compare with single path route selection schemes 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study discussed that which approach is efficient for 

deadlock detection in block chain technology and for this used 

different protocol for the formal analysis and verification of 

the problematic nodes in the Blockchain network. It uses a 

consensus algorithm used the Tender mint and verified that it 

is free of deadlock. A new distributed and scalable deadlock 

algorithm for Unified collective operation is introduced. The 

algorithm has been proven to be correct and give the efficient 

run time of O (1). The algorithm has been extendable to detect 

deadlock that involve locks and runtime complexity of O (T). 

The payment channel network has to deal with different 

challenges such as concurrency and privacy. There is no 

routing algorithm offering full privacy and non-blocking 

progress. It transfers routes for a collection of payments in the 

network protocol that make sure that the network is deadlock 

free. The goal of the study is to identify which algorithm is 

more suitable among all of these to detect the deadlock in a 

distributed system with respect to Blockchain technology e.g. 

performance, security, communication and correctness. In the 

future, planning to modify the algorithm that chooses the 

proposer to avoid the nodes that are disconnected in the 

preceding nodes and implement a time lock protocol of 

consensus. It also works on synchronization and other 

prevention techniques to give more efficient result. It further 

proposed a protocol that ensures the desired privacy and 

deadlock free routings. 
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